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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the system of judicial review in criminal proceedings in the CIS countries is of particular interest, as these countries share a common legal legacy. Since independence, the Model Code of Criminal Procedure, adopted on 17 February 1996, has laid down the main provisions of criminal procedure for CIS member States.

When developing the new CPC of the CIS countries, as noted by some processors, their developers and legislators tried to take as a basis the best international legal acts and traditions, which, from their point of view, could contribute to improving the efficiency of criminal proceedings. An attempt has been made to maximize the applicability of international human rights instruments. Meanwhile, the analysis of the legislation of some CIS countries of that time shows that the issues of regulation of judicial review were not radically modernized and did not fully comply with some principles: for example, the principle of legal certainty, finality of court decisions. The majority of countries retained such proceedings as cassation, supervisory and reopening proceedings for newly discovered circumstances, which clearly demonstrates the existence of a number of verification instances rather than one, as well as the gap in the time of sentencing of the court of first instance with the time of possible revision of court decisions in subsequent instances of a higher court, which also undoubtedly affected the quality of review. Study of the results of a number of studies. This issue allows us to conclude that the existence of a multitude of verification bodies alone cannot ensure the effectiveness of the review of court decisions and affect the quality of the examination of the case in previous instances. Moreover, the participants in the process do not allow themselves to fully develop all the versions and possibilities of both the prosecution and the defence, believing that there are still opportunities to turn to the institutions of judicial review.

Without stopping at the genesis of these institutions in the criminal process of some CIS countries, we decided to give an overview of the regulation of these institutions in countries such as the Russian Federation, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine, as countries whose legal framework is close to us and with whom we have established cooperation to a greater extent. The choice is also due to the fact that the latter countries have recently adopted and implemented new Criminal Procedure Codes.

The Code of Criminal Procedure of the Russian Federation establishes the following institutions whose activities are aimed at correcting judicial errors:
1) proceedings in the court of appeal - on the basis of court decisions that have not come into force;
2) proceedings in the court of cassation - on the basis of court decisions which have entered into legal force;
3) proceedings in the supervisory-instance court;
4) resumption of criminal proceedings due to new or newly discovered circumstances.

As noted above, a more updated system of review of court decisions is presented in the criminal procedure legislation of such CIS countries as the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine. To date, the following ways of correcting judicial errors by higher courts have been established in these countries with little difference in name:
1) review of court decisions that have not come into force on appeal;
2) review of court decisions which have come into force in the cassation procedure;
3) resumption of criminal proceedings on newly discovered circumstances.

If we analyze the Russian system of review of court decisions, first of all, it should be noted that the appeal proceedings appeared in the CPC of the Russian Federation after the expertise of the Council of Europe of the draft CPC of the Russian Federation, where the Russian legislator was...
strongly recommended to provide for the possibility of appeal review of invalid court decisions. And as a result, a modern institute of appeal has been introduced in the Russian criminal procedure legislation. As noted by S.V. Zuev, K.I. Sutyagin, "Appeal proceedings are a stage of the criminal process, in which after appealing a sentence or other final court decision, which has not come into force, the criminal case is considered on the merits by a higher court within the framework of the submitted complaints and submissions. According to item 2 of item 5 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Russian Federation "the appeal instance is the court considering in an appeal order criminal cases under complaints and representations on the sentences, definitions and court decisions which have not come into force. The time limit for appealing such decisions is 10 days."

The subject matter of the appeal hearing shall be the decisions of justices of the peace and courts of first instance that have not entered into force. It is typical for appeal proceedings that the subject of appeal may be final (resolving the case on the merits) and interim (all the rest, such as definitions and decisions on the order of examination of evidence, rejection of petitions, etc.) court decisions.

Tasks of appeal proceedings are determined by the performance of control functions to verify the legality, validity, motivation and fairness of judicial decisions, which are: 1) Detection of factual and legal errors committed by justices of the peace and the court of first instance in the examination and resolution of criminal cases; 2) adoption by the court of appeal within its competence of decisions to eliminate the identified errors by reversal or amendment of decisions of the justices of the peace or the court of first instance.

In turn, the criminal procedure legislation of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Ukraine as court decisions, which are subject to appeal, means the following:

- Sentences of district and equivalent courts, specialized inter-district criminal courts, specialized inter-district military courts for minors and military garrison courts that have not entered into legal force (article 415 of the Code of Criminal Procedure);
- Court decisions of the courts of first instance that have not entered into legal force, namely sentences (except for certain court decisions in respect of which appeal specifics are provided), decisions on the use or refusal to use coercive measures of a medical or educational nature, as well as other decisions provided for in the Code of Criminal Procedure (article 392 of the Code of Criminal Procedure);
- Complaints and representations about invalid judgments and decisions rendered by a court of first instance, as well as complaints and representations about decisions of an investigating judge rendered by way of judicial control (Article 391 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic).

The initiation of appeal proceedings depends on the will of the parties by filing a complaint or submitting it to the court, which considered the case on the merits. The right to appeal against a court decision belongs to: the convicted person, the acquitted person, their defenders and legal representatives, the public prosecutor and/or the higher prosecutor, the victim, the private prosecutor, their legal representatives and representatives, as well as other persons to the extent that the decision being appealed affects their rights and legal interests. A civil plaintiff, civil defendant or their legal representatives and representatives are entitled to appeal against a court decision to the extent that it concerns a civil claim (article 389.1 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 414 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and article 390 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, but it should be noted that the civil plaintiff, civil defendant and their representatives, as well as other persons, are not indicated).

The Code of Criminal Procedure specifies that the procurator who participated in the consideration of the case as a public prosecutor has the right to file an appeal with the procurator for a review of the court decision. An appeal by a procurator may also be lodged by the procurator-general and his or her deputies, regional procurators and equivalent procurators and their deputies, district procurators and equivalent procurators within the limits of their competence, regardless of their participation in the consideration of the case (article 414 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

The most widely represented persons are those entitled to appeal against court decisions on appeal in Ukraine. In addition to the above-mentioned participants, the list also includes the following persons: a representative of the legal person in respect of whom the proceedings are being conducted, in the part relating to the interests of the legal person; a natural or legal person, in the part relating to his or her interests in deciding the fate of the physical evidence or documents submitted to the court; a third person, in the part relating to his or her interests in deciding on special confiscation; and other persons in the cases provided for in the Code of Criminal Procedure (art. 393).

Appeals and procurator's applications are considered by the appeals instance of the relevant provincial court and the court of equivalent status (article 416 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). These courts are not specified in the Code of Criminal Procedure.

All countries have a procedure in place for the submission of complaints and representations (petitions) by the procurator through the court that issued the court's decision as the court of first instance.

Please note the time limit for appeal: 30 days from the date of the judgment (Kyrgyzstan, art. 393 of the Code of Criminal Procedure); 30 days from the date of pronouncement of the judgment or of the ruling on the use or refusal to use coercive measures of a medical or educational nature;
and 7 days from the date of announcement of other first-instance court decisions (Ukraine, art. 395 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). In Kazakhstan, within 15 days of the pronouncement of the court decision (article 418 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). This period is calculated for convicted persons from the moment a copy of the court decision is served to them. The shortest time limit for appeal is 10 days from the date of the judgement or other court decision, and for convicted persons remanded in custody - the same time limit from the date of delivery of copies of the judgement, ruling or decision (article 389.4 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

The legislation of the Russian Federation, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine also provides for requirements to be met by appeals and representations (petitions). As a general rule, these are the following attributes:

Name of the court of appeal;
Data on the person who filed the complaint (representation, petition);
Indication of the court decision against which the complaint is filed (representation, petition);
arguments (claims) of the person who filed the complaint (representation, petition) and the evidence, which substantiates the claims;
A list of the materials attached to the complaint (submission, petition);
The date and signature of the author of the complaint and of the procurator (see article 389.6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 423 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 399 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and article 396 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

The distinctive features of the requirements for the content of a complaint (submission or petition) are the following:
- In the Russian Federation, the complainant has the right to file a petition for the court of appeal to examine the evidence which has been examined by the court of first instance and to provide a list of witnesses, experts and other persons to be summoned to the court hearing for this purpose. If the evidence in question has not been examined by the court of first instance, the person must justify the impossibility of submitting the evidence to the court of first instance. The complaint of a person who is not involved in the criminal case shall specify what rights and legitimate interests of this person were violated by the court decision;
- In Kazakhstan, it is also necessary to indicate the contact details of the person who filed a complaint or brought a petition with the prosecutor (Article 423(2) of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan); as well as the part of the sentence, decision or the full scope of the complaint in which the prosecutor's petition is filed (Article 423(4) of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan);
- The number of the means of communication and e-mail address, if any (art. 396, para. 2, of the Code of Criminal Procedure), and the person's application for the examination of evidence (art. 396, para. 5, of the Code of Criminal Procedure) are indicated. If a person does not wish to participate in the examination, this must also be noted in the complaint. In addition, Ukrainian criminal procedure law establishes the rule that reasons must be given as to why certain circumstances were not examined in the court of first instance or why the evidence was not presented in the court of first instance. It is also noted that if the complaint is submitted by a lawyer or representative, it should be accompanied by documents confirming his authority. It is noteworthy that copies of the written materials attached to the appeal should also be provided, which are necessary to send to the parties to the criminal proceedings.

In case of non-compliance of the complaint (submission, petition) with the requirements, these documents are returned for re-writing with an indication of the term. In the Code of Criminal Procedure (art. 389.6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) and in Kazakhstan (art. 423 of the Code of Criminal Procedure), this time limit is not specified, in Kyrgyzstan the time limit must not exceed the time limit for appealing (art. 399 of the Code of Criminal Procedure), and in Ukraine the following wording is used: "a sufficient time limit is set for their elimination (or shortcomings are caused by the author)" (art. 399 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Thus, we can see that the legislator considers the designation of the term for reformation to be the prerogative of the court. But, as noted in the scientific studies, more than 60% of appeals, for example, in Russia, turn out to be unfounded, and their verification turns into an empty formality.

Persons who have filed an appeal (representation, petition) are also given the right to change and supplement the complaint (representation, petition). This right in the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic must be exercised before the court session. In the Russian Federation, this term is designated as "no later than 5 days before the start of the hearing". In these countries, this includes the filing of additional appeals and submissions (petitions). It is stipulated that the additional submission (petition) of the prosecutor or his or her application for change in the prosecutor's application (in Kazakhstan), as well as the additional complaint of the victim, private prosecutor or representatives filed after the expiration of the deadline for appealing (art. 399 of the Code of Criminal Procedure), may not raise the issue of worsening the situation of the convicted person, unless such a requirement was contained in the prosecutor's initial application or complaint. At the same time, in Kazakhstan, a defence counsel who has entered into proceedings after the expiry of the time limit for appealing a judicial act may amend or add new arguments to the complaint and provide additional arguments for the arguments of the complaint filed by the defence counsel previously involved in the case.

In Ukraine it is also possible to amend and supplement the complaint before the start of the appeal hearing. But in this case, as regulated in paragraph three of Article 403 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of Ukraine, the court of appeal, at the request of persons participating in the appeal
hearing, provides them with the time necessary to study the amended complaint and submit objections to it. In the Kyrgyz Republic, Article 398 of the CPC also provides for the right to amend or add new arguments to the complaint or representation, but no time limits are set.

The withdrawal of a complaint (submissions, petitions) is regulated as follows. In the Russian Federation, the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic, the withdrawal may take place prior to the start of the appeal hearing. In Ukraine, however, this right may be exercised before the end of the appeal hearing.

It is necessary to pay attention to the limits of review by the court of appeal. Thus, in the Russian Federation, the court is not bound by the arguments of the complaint or representation, and may verify the case in its entirety and with respect to all persons (Article 389.19 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

In Ukraine, according to Article 404 of the CPC, the review of court decisions is carried out within the limits of the appeal. It is permissible to go beyond the limits only if it does not worsen the situation of the accused or the person in respect of whom the issue of coercive measures of a medical or educational nature was decided. In addition, at the request of the parties to the proceedings, the court of appeal is obliged to re-examine the circumstances established in the course of criminal proceedings if they were not fully or irregularly examined by the court of first instance and if the circumstances in question were stated to have been examined at the time of the trial in the first instance, or if they became known after the decision which is being appealed against.

In Kazakhstan, this issue is regulated by Article 426 of the CPC, according to which the court of appeal verifies the lawfulness, reasonableness and fairness of the court decision to the extent and only in respect of those convicted persons to whom the complaint or petition of the prosecutor relates. At the same time, if in the course of consideration of the case violations of the rights and lawful interests of other convicted persons resulting in a decision of an unlawful judgment or ruling are established, the court has the right to annul or amend it also in parts and in respect of persons on whom the complaint or petition of the prosecutor has not been filed, which have not been appealed against or revised upon the prosecutor's appeal. However, a sentence may only be changed or overturned in respect of persons not the subject of a complaint or petition if the sentence in question is overturned or changed in respect of the person concerned by the complaint or petition of the procurator, and only for the purpose of qualifying the actions of other convicted persons who have committed a criminal offence together.

The shortest question about the limits of appeal proceedings is regulated by the criminal procedure legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic. Under article 401 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, for example, the court of appeal verifies the lawfulness and validity of a sentence only to the extent that it has been appealed and only with respect to those convicted persons to whom the complaint or representation relates. If, however, violations of the rights and legitimate interests of other convicted persons are established in the course of consideration of the case, the court has the right to annul or amend the sentence in the part not contested and in respect of persons against whom the complaint or representation has not been filed.

It follows that despite the limitation of the limits of the scope of the appeal proceedings to the lodged complaint (submission, petition), the legislator of the countries under review allows the appeal court to go beyond the arguments of the complaint and the circle of persons who filed the complaint, if it is established that the ruling of the unlawful sentence has also violated the rights and legitimate interests of other convicts. Their situation may not deteriorate.

The following time limits have been set for the consideration of the case by the court of appeal. In the Russian Federation, the consideration of a criminal case on appeal must begin in a district court within 15 days, in the supreme court of the republic, in a regional or oblast court, in a court of federal significance, in a court of autonomous oblast, in a court of autonomous okrug, in a district (navy) military court within 30 days, and in the supreme court of the Russian Federation within 45 days of its receipt by the court of appeal (Article 389.10 of the CCrimP of Russia).

In Kyrgyzstan (article 402 of the Code of Criminal Procedure), the court of appeal must consider the case no later than two months after its receipt, and in Kazakhstan (article 425 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) no later than one month. If there are grounds for the need to examine new materials and evidence in the Kyrgyz Republic, the case must be examined no later than 3 months, and in Kazakhstan - no later than 2 months. If there are valid reasons, these terms may be extended by one month. Upon receipt of the case, the decision on the appointment of the court session must be made within 14 days from the date of receipt of the case in the appeal instance. In Kazakhstan these terms are different: the case must be considered not later than one month from the date of its receipt. Other process of preparation of appointment of appeal consideration in Ukraine: the appeal received by the court of appeal instance, not later than the next day is transferred to the judge-rapporteur, who checks its compliance with the requirements within three days and in the absence of obstacles decides the decision on the opening of appeal proceedings (Article 398 of the CPC).

Then, after the opening of the appeal proceedings within ten days, the judge-rapporteur sends a copy of the decision with copies of the complaints and information on the terms of bringing objections to the participants of the trial; invites participants to submit new evidence, to which they refer or request them at the request of the person who filed the complaint; resolves other petitions, including those related to preventive measures, as well as other issues necessary for the appeal consideration.
All acts and decisions are formalized by an order. After preparing for the appeal hearing, the rapporteur decides on the end of the preparation and appointment of the appeal hearing (article 401 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Meanwhile, the terms of consideration of the CPC of Ukraine are not mentioned.

It should be noted that in the Russian Federation, one of the issues to be resolved in the ruling on the appointment of the court session is the form of participation in the court session of a convicted person held in custody: in person or through the use of videoconferencing systems.

How is the proceedings structured during the consideration of the case by the court of appeal? The procedure for consideration of a case on appeal in the Russian Federation, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine is generally similar to the procedure for consideration of a case on appeal in the Republic of Uzbekistan. Thus, the main components are the following: (1) The preparatory part of the court hearing; (2) The investigation; (3) The debate; (4) The defendant's last word; and (5) The ruling (articles 389.20 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 429 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 405 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and articles 405-406 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). The process of each country is also characterized by the presence of a judge rapporteur, who starts the proceedings by summarizing the content of the challenged court decision and the substance of the appeals (representations, petitions) filed.

At the same time, there are also some distinctive features. In the Russian Federation, evidence that has not been examined by the court of first instance (new evidence) shall be admissible if the person who filed the application for examination has substantiated that it was impossible to submit it to the court of first instance for reasons beyond his or her control, and the court finds these reasons justifiable. It is noteworthy that, with the consent of the parties, the court of appeal has the right to consider the appeal and the submission of evidence without verification, which were examined by the court of first instance. If the parties have not given their consent, this may lead to the annulment of the appeal decision. Cases of direct examination of evidence in the course of appeal review of criminal cases in the courts of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation occur in less than 1 per cent of criminal cases. But even if the evidence has not been examined in court, it can be used to make a decision, as this evidence is somehow examined when the case comes in. Note that there is also the possibility of examining evidence through the use of videoconferencing systems.

The Ukrainian legislator also provides for the possibility of conducting a written appeal proceedings, if this was stated by all participants in the proceedings to conduct the proceedings in their absence. At the same time, the legislator does not rule out the possibility of an appeal hearing, if during the written proceedings the court of appeal comes to such a conclusion. In the course of the written appeal proceedings, copies of court decisions of the appeal instance shall be sent to the participants of the court proceedings within three days from the date of its signing (see Article 406 of the CCrimP of Ukraine).

In turn, in the Kyrgyz Republic, when making a decision, the court of appeal has the right to refer to the testimony of persons who were not summoned to the court of appeal, but were questioned in the court of first instance, in support of its decision. Also, with the consent of the parties, the court of appeal has the right to consider the complaint (submission) without verifying the evidence that was examined in the court of first instance (Article 405 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic).

In Kazakhstan, persons submitting additional materials to the court of appeal must indicate how they were received and justify the need to complete the investigation. The additional materials cannot be obtained by means of investigative actions. It is also noteworthy that the parties may conclude a procedural agreement or an agreement on mediation conciliation (Article 429 of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan) on the grounds prescribed by law when considering the case at the appeal hearing in accordance with the rules of the court of first instance.

The grounds for the annulment or amendment of a court decision in the Republic of Kazakhstan (article 433 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) and Ukraine (article 409 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) are the following: unilateralism and incompleteness of the judicial investigation; inconsistency between the court's findings set out in the court decision and the actual circumstances of the case; material violation of the law of criminal procedure; improper application of the criminal law; and inconsistency between the severity of the crime and the personality of the convicted person. In the Russian Federation and the Kyrgyz Republic, the legislator did not specify such grounds as unilateralism and incompleteness of the judicial investigation. In the Russian Federation, such grounds as the identification of the circumstances referred to in part 1 and part 1 of the list are also specified. Article 237, paragraph 1, of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which requires the return of the criminal case to the procurator; the identification of evidence of a person's failure to comply with the conditions and obligations set out in the pre-trial cooperation agreement.

The criminal procedure legislation of the countries under review gives the courts of appeal the power to make the following types of decisions:
1) leaving the court decision unchanged, and the complaint (submission, petition) is not satisfied;
2) change of the court decision;
3) annulment of the court decision and termination of the case in full or in part;
4) annulment of the acquittal verdict and decision of the new acquittal or conviction;
5) Reversal of the sentence and referral of the case to a new court (except for the appellate court in the Kyrgyz Republic).

In the Russian Federation, the appellate court may take the following decisions: to quash a conviction and impose an acquittal or conviction; to quash an acquittal and impose an acquittal; to quash a determination or judgment and impose an acquittal or other judgment; to quash a conviction, determination, judgment and return the case to the prosecutor; and to terminate appeal proceedings. A verdict, ruling, or ruling of the court of appeal may be appealed to a higher court in accordance with the procedure established by Chapter 471 (in the cassation procedure) and 481 of the CCrimP of Russia (in the supervisory procedure).

In addition, in Kazakhstan, when significant violations of the criminal procedure law are established that prevent the appointment of the main court proceeding, or when such violations are established in the course of proceedings in cases of accelerated pre-trial proceedings or with a signed procedural agreement, the court of appeal quashes the sentence and forwards the case to the prosecutor (Article 431 of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan).

There are also specific features of the annulment of an acquittal: in Ukraine (article 409 of the Code of Criminal Procedure), the court of appeal may annul the acquittal verdict only on the grounds of a material violation of the rights of the accused; in Kazakhstan, the acquittal verdict may be annulled only at the request of the procurator or at the request of the victim or his or her representative, or of an acquitted person who disagrees with the grounds for acquittal (article 440 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). An acquittal in favour of the defendant may not be overturned on the grounds of the material breach set out in article 436 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, unless the innocence of the acquitted person, the grounds for acquittal or the essence of another decision in favour of the defendant are disputed.

It should be noted that the Russian Federation's scientific research identifies excessive workload as one of the problems affecting the effectiveness of appeal proceedings, since appeal proceedings are conducted in more than one third of criminal cases. A study of the opinion of judges involved in appeal proceedings suggests that the system has reached its limits, even having moved to a "quasi-appeal" mode of operation. As noted by M.V. Sklyarenko, the current stage of development of the system of appeal, verification and review of court decisions in the criminal process is also characterized by the lack of a loyal environment, if not hostility; the main thing here is the lack of understanding of the fact that the capacity of the system of appeal, verification and review of court decisions in the criminal process is overloaded at a particular time period is largely determined by the level of conflict in the criminal process.

The next type of review of court decisions is cassation proceedings, which are aimed at verifying the effective court decisions of the first and appellate instances. The purpose of these proceedings is to identify the factual and legal errors committed by the courts of first instance and appeal courts in the consideration and settlement of criminal cases; to take decisions by the court of cassation, within the limits of its jurisdiction, to remedy the errors identified through the annulment or amendment of the judicial acts being reviewed; and to restore the validity of judicial decisions.

Scientific publications note that the reform of verification proceedings, including cassation proceedings, carried out in the Russian Federation in 2010 was aimed at quickly identifying and eliminating errors in the application of criminal procedure and criminal law contained in the sentence, accelerating criminal proceedings, and ensuring the steadfastness and stability of court sentences. For example, this has been achieved by excluding the transfer of the case from appeal to another appeal instance, which significantly reduced the time frame for criminal proceedings. In turn, the subject matter of the cassation proceedings was also limited to checking only the legality of the court decision. All these measures have been taken with the aim of achieving legal certainty and stability of court decisions.

Among the peculiarities of cassation proceedings are the following: freedom of appeal; a combination of verification of legality, validity and fairness of the sentence; limited limits of consideration of the case by the court of cassation instance by the subject of the complaint or submission (in the form of a general rule); the possibility of using additional materials and examination of evidence; the prohibition to turn to the worst for the convicted or acquitted person.

In the Russian Federation, unlike on appeal, appeals and representations are filed directly with the court competent to consider the appealed court decision in cassation. In doing so, the requirements of the courts of law are observed. That is, the complaint and submissions are considered first in the lower court of cassation instance, and then in the higher court. It should be noted that this decision of the legislator to establish two cassation instances is criticized by the scientific community. Thus, M.K.Sviridov believes that it is difficult to explain why the law allows verification of the actual side of the sentences only once, while the cassation of their legality - at least twice, and in case of cancellation of the higher cassation instance of the sentence and sending the case to the lower cassation instance (such law allows) - several times. I. S. Dikarev, on the contrary, believes that "this step of the legislator is conditioned by the desire to ensure the implementation of the principle of legal certainty in criminal proceedings, to create for him reliable guarantees preventing the challenge of the correctness of the establishment of the facts of the case after the entry into force of the decision".

The proceedings in cassation, conviction, determination, judgment and return the case to the prosecutor; and to terminate appeal proceedings. A verdict, ruling, or ruling of the court of appeal may be appealed to a higher court in accordance with the procedure established by Chapter 471 (in the cassation procedure) and 481 of the CCrimP of Russia (in the supervisory procedure).
In our opinion, the truth is in the middle. Indeed, the decision of the Russian legislator can be justified in terms of seeking to achieve legal stability in the decisions made. At the same time, the establishment of the possibility of increasing the checks of judicial decisions by means of cassation is, in our view, at the initial stage a necessary element for the elimination of judicial errors, before instilling in the participants of the criminal process the awareness of the impossibility to do so in the future by virtue of their failure to exercise their right to appeal in a timely and qualitative manner. In this regard, we join M.K.Sviridov in his opinion that the main means of correcting "ordinary" mistakes should be the appellate instance, when the sentence has not yet entered into legal force, but in the future, after the entry into legal force of the sentence, the issue of ensuring the stability of the sentence as a necessary condition for its certainty comes to the fore. Moreover, some processualists believe that the basis for the successful consideration of a criminal case, along with the development by the parties of a legal position adequate to the factual circumstances established in the criminal case in the consideration of a criminal case in court, and the solution of the issue such as the definition of the obligation of the parties to timely appeal against illegal court decisions on appeal.

The cassation instance in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine is the Supreme Court. Court judgments of the first instance court may be appealed against in cassation procedure after they have been considered on appeal, as well as court judgments of the court of appeal made on the basis of the said court judgments of the first instance. Kazakh criminal procedure legislation contains a number of restrictions on judicial acts that are not subject to cassation review. According to article 484 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, these are acts in cases of criminal offences and crimes of minor gravity. These acts may be reviewed in cassation only upon appeal by the Procurator-General of the Republic of Kazakhstan if there are grounds specified in article 485 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Kazakhstan and upon submission by the Chairman of the Supreme Court and appeal by the Procurator-General of the Republic of Kazakhstan if there are grounds provided for in paragraph two of article 485 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Also, court decisions made in the course of the court proceedings on the issues specified in the second part of Article 10 of the CPC may not be the subject of cassation consideration, regarding the procedure and method of examination of evidence, petitions of the participants in the proceedings, observance of the procedure in the courtroom in connection with the refusal to accuse the public and private prosecutor, on issues related to the execution of the sentence, as well as issued by the investigating judge (Article 484 of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan). In Ukraine, the legislator stipulates that decisions of the court of first instance, after their review on appeal, as well as decisions of the court of appeal may be appealed against in cassation, if they hinder further criminal proceedings, except in cases provided for in the Code of Criminal Procedure (article 424 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Objections to other rulings may be included in a cassation appeal against a court decision taken on appeal.

The subjects of the appeal and appeal include all the parties entitled to appeal and challenge (article 401.2 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 425 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, article 431 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and article 486 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). The Russian Federation Code of Criminal Procedure explains that the following may apply to any court of cassation for a review of a court decision that has entered into force: the Procurator-General and his or her deputies; the Procurator-General of a constituent entity of the Russian Federation, a military procurator and their deputies may apply to the presidium of the Supreme Court of the Republic, a regional or oblast court, a federal court, an autonomous oblast court, a court of an autonomous okrug or a district (navy) military court, respectively.

There is no time limit for the review of court decisions on grounds improving the situation of a convicted person. Thus, in the Russian Federation, the cassation review of a sentence, ruling, or ruling of a court on the grounds leading to the deterioration of the situation of a convicted person, acquitted person, or a person against whom a criminal case has been terminated, is allowed within a period not exceeding one year from the date on which they came into force, if in the course of the judicial proceedings violations of the law that have affected the outcome of the case, distorting the essence of justice and the meaning of the judicial decision as an act of justice have been admitted, or if data have been found to indicate that the person has failed to comply with the conditions and is not satisfied. In Kazakhstan, the revision of a sentence on the grounds leading to an improvement in the situation of a convicted person is not limited in time; the submission of an application, protest, proposal to revise an acquittal, a guilty verdict on the grounds of the need to apply the law on a more serious criminal offence, for the leniency of the sentence or on other grounds leading to a deterioration in the situation of the convicted person, or a court decision on the termination of the case, is allowed within one year after the entry into force of the law (Article 487 of the CPC of the Republic of Kazakhstan). In the Kyrgyz Republic, the cassation review of a sentence or a ruling of the court of appeal is limited only on the grounds that lead to a worsening of the situation of the convicted person, the acquitted person or the person in respect of whom the cases have been dismissed. Such review is permitted within a period not exceeding one year from the date on which the court decision enters into force (article 433 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). A slightly different approach in Ukraine. Under article 437 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the court of cassation is not empowered to apply the law on the more serious criminal offence or the severe penalty.
A guilty verdict adopted by a court of first instance or an appeal court or a ruling of a court of first instance may be quashed for reasons of the need to apply the law on a more serious criminal offence or severe punishment or otherwise worsen the situation of the convicted person only if the appeal was lodged on these grounds by the procurator, the victim or his or her representative. No time limits are specified.

The requirements for a cassation appeal (protest, petition or representation) in Ukraine are virtually identical to those for an appeal (article 427 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Similarly, the issue was resolved in the Kyrgyz Republic, with the only added point being the need to refer to the courts that examined the case at first instance and appeal instance and the content of their decisions (Article 435 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic). In Kazakhstan, in addition to the circumstances that must be specified in the appeal or protest, there must also be specified which violations of the law were committed during the proceedings and how these violations affected the court decisions rendered, and which of the court decisions listed in Article 485 of the CPC (grounds for cassation review of court judgments and decisions that have entered into force) there are grounds for revising the judicial act under appeal. The application must indicate whether or not they have been examined by the persons who filed them (article 488 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). It should be noted that in Kazakhstan, an application, protest and application for review of judicial acts that have entered into force may be submitted not only in writing, but also in the form of an electronic document. In the Russian Federation, the legislator has established that the complaint and submission must be accompanied by copies of court decisions certified by the relevant court, as well as other documents. Complaints and representations corresponding to requirements are studied by judges and in case of need the judge can demand a criminal case. By results of studying the judge can make the decision in the form of the decision or about refusal in transfer of the cassation appeal, representation for consideration in court of cassation instance (if are absent for this basis), or about transfer of the cassation appeal, representation with criminal case for consideration in court of cassation instance. It is noteworthy that this judge is not entitled to participate in the examination of the criminal case.

It should be noted that a distinctive feature of cassation proceedings in the Republic of Kazakhstan is the existence of a stage of preliminary consideration of an application for review of judicial acts that have come into force. Thus, within 10 days the cassation judge must resolve the issues: (1) Whether or not there are grounds for returning the application on the grounds set out in the Code of Criminal Procedure; and (2) Whether or not there are grounds for requesting a court case (article 490 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Prior to the preliminary consideration of the application, the judge may also instruct the relevant specialists to prepare a scientific opinion on the rules of law applied in the criminal case under consideration. Where necessary, specialists may give explanations at a session of the cassation court panel.

In its turn, Ukraine also knows the stage of preparation of the cassation hearing, where the judge-rapporteur takes measures to prepare the proceedings for the cassation hearing (Article 430 of the CPC of Ukraine). All decisions taken are set out in the form of a decision (such as sending a copy of the ruling on the opening of cassation proceedings with copies of the complaints to the parties to the proceedings; requesting the materials of the criminal proceedings; resolving the petitions submitted; and deciding on the suspension of execution of court decisions, which are appealed against, and others).

The right to withdraw a complaint (petition, representation or protest) may be exercised as follows: in Kazakhstan (article 488 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) prior to the consideration of the case in cassation instance; in Ukraine (article 432 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) prior to the end of the cassation proceedings; and in Kyrgyzstan (article 436 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) prior to the removal of judges to the jury room.

The question arises as to the limits of the appeal court's consideration. In the Russian Federation, for example, the court of cassation is not bound by the arguments of the complaints and representations and has the right to inspect the criminal proceedings in their entirety, and in respect of all convicted persons. It is noteworthy that in the event that several persons have been convicted or acquitted in a criminal case, the court is not entitled to annul the verdict, ruling or ruling in respect of those acquitted or convicted in respect of whom a cassation appeal or representation has not been brought, if the annulment of the verdict, ruling or ruling worsens their situation (Article 401.16 of the CCrimP of Russia). In the event of the annulment of a court decision, the court of cassation is not entitled to do so: 2) prejudge questions of proving or not proving the accusation, reliability or inaccuracy of one or another evidence and the advantages of one evidence over another; 3) make decisions on the application of a criminal law and on the measure of punishment by a court of first or appellate instance; 4) prejudge conclusions that may be made by a court of first or appellate instance when reconsidering a given criminal case xxiv.

In Kazakhstan, the court examines the lawfulness, reasonableness and fairness of the judgment in its entirety. Amendments may be made to the judicial act on the grounds not specified in the petition, in the protest, as well as with respect to other convicted persons in respect of whom the petition or protest has not been filed, only in the event of a change in the qualification of the crime committed in complicity with the convicted person in respect of whom the petition has been filed, unless their situation deteriorates.
The court has the right to make a decision on aggravation of the situation only with respect to those convicted persons, about whom it is indicated in the prosecutor's protest or petition. At the request of a convicted person or his or her counsel, the court may not worsen the situation of the convicted person (article 494 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

In the Kyrgyz Republic, the cassation court is not bound by the arguments of the cassation appeals or representations and has the right to review the proceedings in respect of significant violations of substantive and procedural law, as well as in respect of all convicted persons, even if they have not filed a complaint or representations. At the same time, in cases where more than one person has been convicted or acquitted, the court may not overturn a conviction or ruling in respect of those acquitted or convicted in respect of whom a cassation appeal or representation has not been brought, if the verdict has been overturned, the ruling worsens their situation (Article 432 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic).

In Ukraine, the court of cassation verifies the correct application by the courts of first instance and appeal courts of the rules of substantive and procedural law, legal assessment of evidence and has no right to examine the evidence, establish and recognize as proven the circumstances that were not established in the challenged court decision, and decide on the reliability of any evidence. The review is carried out within the scope of the appeal. The court of cassation has the right to go beyond the limits of the cassation requirements, unless the situation of the convicted person, the acquitted person or the person in respect of whom the issue of the use of coercive medical or educational measures was decided. If the satisfaction of the complaint gives rise to a decision in favour of the other convicted persons from whom the complaint was received, the court of cassation is obliged to take such a decision (article 433 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

The procedure for consideration of cases in the cassation instance in the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine is carried out in accordance with the rules for consideration in the court of appeal. In Ukraine, the court of cassation may also take a decision on the basis of the results of the written proceedings if all the parties to the proceedings so request (article 435 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

The grounds for the annulment or amendment of court decisions in cassation proceedings in the Russian Federation are substantial violations of criminal and/or criminal procedural law that have affected the outcome of the case, or the identification of data indicating a person's failure to comply with the conditions and obligations provided for in the pre-trial cooperation agreement (Article 401.15 of the CCrimP of Russia). In Kazakhstan, the grounds are the same as in the appeal procedure (article 494 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). The grounds for quashing and amending a sentence in the Kyrgyz Republic are set out in article 432 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which regulates the limits of the rights of the cassation court and, as such, refers to significant violations of substantive law and procedural law. Such grounds include a material breach of the requirements of the Code of Criminal Procedure, improper application of the Criminal Liability Act and the incompatibility of the sentence with the gravity of the criminal offence and the personality of the convicted person (article 438 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

Among the powers of the cassation authorities, the following are specified as a result of the review: (1) maintain in force (unchanged) the decision being appealed against (in the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine); (2) amend the court decision (in the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan and Ukraine); (3) annul the verdict and other subsequent decisions and terminate the case (in the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, Ukraine and the Kyrgyz Republic); (4) annul the verdict and all other subsequent decisions and refer the case for a new court of appeal or cassation (in Kazakhstan and Ukraine). In the Kyrgyz Republic, if there is a violation of procedural law or an error in the application of substantive law, the decision is made without referring the case for reconsideration; 5) to overturn the decisions made on appeal and cassation, changing the court's sentence or leaving it unchanged (in Kazakhstan); 6) to leave in force one of the acts made (the Kyrgyz Republic). The Russian Federation also provides for decisions such as: to annul the judgment, ruling or ruling of the court and all subsequent court decisions and to transfer the criminal case for a new trial or to return the case to the prosecutor; to annul the judgment of the court of appeal and to transfer the criminal case to a new appeal.

Another type of judicial review, which to date has remained among the studied countries only in the Russian Federation, is supervisory review proceedings, in which the Presidium of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation considers, as a supervisory procedure, criminal cases on complaints and submissions regarding the legality of court decisions that have come into force. This check is carried out in order to correct legal errors. This check depends on the discretion of the persons defined by law. The subject matter of the audit may be both the decisions of the court of first instance and the decisions of the courts of appeal and cassation.

Participants in supervisory review proceedings include the following: participants vested with the right to apply for the review of court decisions that have come into force; the supervisory-instance court; and other persons whose rights and legitimate interests are affected by the supervisory appeal or representation.

An appeal or representation shall be filed directly with the supervisory-instance court, i.e. with the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. Compliant supervisory appeals and representations shall be examined by a judge of the Supreme...
Court both on the basis of the materials attached thereto and on the basis of the criminal case file requested. Based on the results of the study, the judge may make the same decisions as when examining a cassation appeal or representation.

A supervisory appeal or representation must be considered within one month, and in the event of a criminal case being requested, within two months of its receipt.

In the event of a refusal to consider the case under the supervisory procedure, the decision must also state the reasons for the refusal.

Similar to cassation proceedings, a judge who has studied a supervisory appeal or representation may not take part in the consideration of a given criminal case by the Presidium of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. The participation of a prosecutor is mandatory.

It should be noted that the Russian Federation is also engaged in a heated debate on the need to reform the system for reviewing court decisions and ways of correcting judicial errors. Thus, in the opinion of M.K. Sviridov, it seems to be sufficient to have two verification instances in the criminal process: ordinary - appeal and exceptional - renewal of cases on newly discovered circumstances

In turn, the European Court of Human Rights has repeatedly stated that cassation and supervisory proceedings in Russia are not effective forms of protection of individual rights in criminal proceedings in the context of international legal standards. O.A. Sukhova also notes that international standards in principle dictate that the cassation procedure of verification should be such that final court decisions would be checked only once in cassation and in one cassation instance. This is also noted by N.P. Vedishchev, who believes that Russian supervisory proceedings cannot be an effective remedy due to the fact that they violate the internationally recognized principles of inadmissibility of re-examination of a once decided case and legal (legal) certainty, in which the final decision on the case should not be questioned.

Resumption of criminal proceedings in view of new or newly discovered circumstances. Despite some differentiation in the name, each of the surveyed countries in the criminal procedure legislation provides for such a way of verifying court decisions and correcting judicial errors, which is the second (after the proceedings in the supervisory-instance court) special, exclusive stage of the criminal procedure, within which it is also possible to review the effective judgments, definitions and decisions of all courts and all courts, and is a "reserve mechanism" to eliminate judicial errors. According to N.P. Vedishchev, "the resumption of criminal proceedings in view of new or newly discovered circumstances in the criminal justice system acts simultaneously as an exceptional stage of criminal procedure and as one of the forms of proceedings to verify court decisions." This opinion cannot be completely separated, as we believe that the content of the stage of criminal proceedings is the actual proceedings, i.e. in the case under consideration one of the forms of proceedings to verify court decisions. Therefore, the concepts of "stage" and "form of proceedings" in this definition have the same purpose.

In some scientific publications it is noted that during the period of validity of the last Soviet Code of Criminal Procedure the procedure of revision of judicial acts due to the newly discovered circumstances in the practice of law enforcement was very rarely used for such reasons as: (1) In the practice of reviewing judicial acts that have entered into force, the "simpler" institution of supervisory review dominated, which often replaced the procedure for resuming criminal proceedings; (2) the question of reviewing a judicial act entirely depended on the discretionary powers of the prosecutor, whose decision not to initiate a judicial review procedure could be appealed only to a higher prosecutor and was not subject to judicial review. In reforming the institution of judicial review, one of the positive decisions was the establishment of judicial control over the actions and decisions of the prosecutor taken on the basis of the results of the pre-trial review of reports on the existence of grounds for reviewing a judicial act, as well as by including the decisions of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation and the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights among the grounds entailing the resumption of criminal proceedings.

Speaking about the exclusivity of the stage in the system of institutions for the revision of court decisions in the Russian Federation, in our opinion, it should be noted that this exclusivity is due to the following circumstances: first, the rule of institutionality is not observed, i.e. this proceeding may take place both after the consideration of the case in court and after the consideration in the court of cassation or supervisory instance; second, only the prosecutor may initiate such proceedings, and this, in turn, means a violation of the principle of adversariality; third, it is established. All these circumstances determine the exclusivity of this stage of judicial review, which arises in connection with the discovery of new, unknown circumstances in the investigation and consideration of the case, establishing their illegality and unreasonableness. In our opinion, the exclusiveness of this proceeding was also facilitated by the following circumstance. According to N.P. Vedishchev: "Until now, it is not always possible to draw a distinction between the cases when the court's decision, which has come into force, should be revised by resuming the proceedings, and the cases when - by way of supervisory proceedings; the grounds for resuming the case remain unclear for the law enforcement officer in view of the newly discovered and, especially, new circumstances, the procedural status of the convicted person (acquitted and the person in respect of whom the case was terminated) in the investigated stage of the criminal process, the legal mechanism."
Resumption of criminal proceedings in the Russian Federation in view of new or newly discovered circumstances as a type of procedural activity can be divided into three stages: initiation of proceedings by the prosecutor in view of new or newly discovered circumstances; conduction of special investigation or inspection in order to establish these circumstances; resolution by the court of questions on resumption (or refusal to resume) of proceedings in the criminal case.²³⁷

The grounds for resuming criminal proceedings are as follows:

1) Knowingly established by a court verdict that the testimony of the victim or witness, the opinion of an expert, as well as the falsification of physical evidence, investigation and court records and other documents, or knowingly mistranslation, resulting in a decision of an illegal or unjustified court decision, are false (the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine);

2) Criminal actions of the person conducting the initial inquiry, investigator or prosecutor, which resulted in the decision of an illegal and unjustified court decision, established by a court sentence which has come into force (the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine);

3) Criminal acts committed by judges in the course of their consideration of the case, as established by a verdict of a court that has entered into force (the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine);

4) Circumstances unknown to the court at the time of the delivery of the court decision, which, by themselves or together with previously established circumstances, attest to the innocence of the convicted person or to the commission of an offence other than the one for which he or she was convicted, or to the guilt of the acquitted person or of the person in respect of whom the case was terminated (Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine);

5) Recognition by the relevant authority of an unconstitutional law or other normative legal act that was applied by the court when it issued the judicial act (the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic and Ukraine);

6) Exemption from criminal liability for the offence giving rise to the confiscation on the basis of an enforceable acquittal of a court decision or an order terminating the criminal proceedings for lack of the event or composition of the criminal offence, or the partial or total non-application of the confiscation of property in the judgement of the court that considered the case on the merits (Kazakhstan);

7) the will of the convicted person in respect of whom the case was examined in his or her absence.²³⁸ In case of his appearance in the body conducting the criminal proceedings (Kazakhstan);

8) Circumstances related to the review of the sentence imposed on the accused with whom a cooperation agreement has been concluded (Kyrgyz Republic);

9) The determination by international bodies, in accordance with international agreements to which Kyrgyzstan is a party, of violations of human rights and freedoms during the consideration of a given criminal case by a court of law (Kyrgyzstan). In Ukraine, an international judicial institution whose jurisdiction is recognized by Ukraine establishes that Ukraine is in breach of its international obligations in the determination of the case by the court;

10) The annulment of the court’s decision, which was the basis for the verdict or ruling (Ukraine);

11) A violation of the provisions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms by the European Court of Human Rights in a criminal case involving: (a) the application of federal law that is not in conformity with the provisions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; (b) other violations of the provisions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; or (c) the occurrence, during the period in which the criminal case is being considered by the court or following the issuance of a court decision, of new socially dangerous consequences of the alleged offence

In the Russian Federation, based on the results of consideration of the prosecutor's opinion on the resumption of criminal proceedings in view of new or newly discovered circumstances, the court may take the following decisions: 1) to annul the judicial act and transfer the criminal case for a new trial (in agreement with the prosecutor's arguments); 2) to annul the judicial act and all subsequent judicial decisions and return the criminal case to the prosecutor in case of identification of the circumstances specified in the Criminal Procedural Code of the Russian Federation (related to various violations of the law); 3) to Despite the reform of the institution of resumption of criminal proceedings, some researchers in the Russian law enforcement practice note a number of problems that arise in the application of this method of correction of judicial errors. Thus, V.A. Davydov cites the following miscalculations: 1) in the regulation of the procedure of pre-trial verification proceedings carried out by the prosecutor, including the investigation of the so-called "other" new circumstances; 2) in the regulation (more precisely, in the absence of such) of procedural activities of the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation related to the initiation of verification proceedings in connection with the decisions of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation and the European Court of Human Rights; 3) in the regulation: a) the system of courts competent to review a judicial act in view of new or newly discovered circumstances; b) the limits of the rights of the court; c) the types of court decisions and the procedure for their appeal and review; d) the judicial procedure for consideration of the criminal case itself, as advised by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation or upon the conclusion of the prosecutor; e) the specifics of proceedings in a criminal case after the annulment of judicial acts in view of new or newly discovered circumstances²³⁹.
- A convicted person, an acquitted person, a victim or their legal representatives, defence counsel or a procurator (article 502 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and article 445 of the Code of Criminal Procedure);
- Participants in court proceedings (Ukraine).

The application (petition) is submitted to the court that issued the judgement. This rule differs in the Ukrainian criminal procedure legislation, which establishes the procedure depending on the grounds for resuming the proceedings: an application on newly discovered circumstances is submitted to the court of the instance, which was the first to make a mistake due to ignorance of the existence of such circumstances; an application for reconsideration due to exceptional circumstances in the case of a crime committed by a judge, as a result of which an illegal or unjustified decision was made, is submitted to the court of the instance, the judge of which he or she was the first to make the application.

The terms for resuming proceedings are as follows:

- The revision of the guilty verdict in view of new or newly discovered circumstances in favor of the convicted person is not limited by any period of time; the revision of the acquittal verdict, or the ruling, decision on termination of the criminal case, or the guilty verdict due to the leniency of the sentence or the need to apply to the convicted person the criminal law on a more serious crime is allowed only within the limitation period established by the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation and not later than one year from the date of opening

- The review of the acquittal verdict, the decision to dismiss the case, and the review of the guilty verdict on grounds that worsen the situation of the convicted person are permitted only within the time limits for bringing the person to criminal liability and not later than one year from the date of discovery of the new circumstances (article 501 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Kazakhstan);

- The revision of the guilty verdict in favour of the convicted person is not limited by any period of time, the revision of the acquittal verdict, the ruling, the decision on termination of the case, as well as the revision of the guilty verdict due to the leniency of the sentence or the need to re-qualify the act in the direction of aggravation are allowed only during the period of limitation for bringing to responsibility for the crime or misdemeanour, but not later than one year from the date of discovery of new or newly discovered circumstances (Article 444 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic);

- An application for review of a court decision on newly discovered circumstances may be submitted within three months after the person who applies to the court learned or could have learned about these circumstances; a review of an acquittal judgment on newly discovered circumstances is permitted only within the statutory time limits for bringing a person to criminal liability; in the presence of circumstances confirming that the person has committed a more serious criminal offence than the one for which he or she was convicted, the court decision In addition, the Ukrainian legislator shall specify the terms of submission of the application depending on the grounds for resumption of proceedings.

Requirements to the application for revision of the court decision, as well as the rules of its rejection xxxviii, Regulates only the Code of Criminal Procedure (arts. 462 and 465 of the Code of Criminal Procedure)

If necessary, the materials may be sent to the prosecutor to verify or investigate whether there are grounds for resuming proceedings (Articles 502-503 of the CPC of Kazakhstan). If the grounds are established, the application with the materials is sent to the court, otherwise the prosecutor refuses to initiate proceedings by his or her reasoned decision, which may be appealed to a higher prosecutor. This, as well as the right to apply to the court with a request to initiate proceedings, is explained to the applicant.

The Code of Criminal Procedure also establishes the procedure for consideration by the court of an application to reopen proceedings on newly discovered facts (article 504 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). The application is considered by a single judge of the court of first instance. If, however, the courts of appeal and cassation have ruled on the case, the courts of appeal and cassation will review the decisions of those courts. The applicant, his or her representative, counsel, prosecutor and other participants and persons summoned to the hearing are entitled to participate in the proceedings. In this case, the absence of duly notified persons does not prevent the consideration of the application. The court may also oblige such participation. The issue of participation of persons in the court hearing and in the CPC of Ukraine has also been resolved (Article 466 of the CPC).

Based on the results of the proceedings on newly discovered circumstances, the following decisions may be taken:

- satisfaction of the petition (application) and annulment of the court decision and transfer to the prosecutor for pre-trial proceedings or to the court for a new trial; satisfaction of the petition and annulment of the court decision, termination of the case, when no new pre-trial proceedings or new trial is required to make a final decision on the case; refusal to satisfy the petition (Article 446 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic);

- annulment of a court decision and ruling of a new judgment or ruling, or leaving an application for reconsideration without satisfaction; annulment of a court decision in whole or in part and transfer of the case for a new court hearing to a court of first instance or appeal instance (Article 467 of the CPC of Ukraine);

- Granting the application and cancelling the relevant judicial act and sending the case for a new investigation or consideration; or discontinuing the proceedings if the investigation and consideration is not required (Article 505 of the CPC of Kazakhstan); upon consideration of the prosecutor's application, the court may grant the application and annul the judgment or ruling of the court and refer the case for investigation or a new trial; grant the application and annul the judgment or ruling of the court and terminate the case if the investigation or judicial review is not required
Is it possible to appeal against decisions taken as a result of newly discovered circumstances? In Ukraine, these decisions can be appealed against in the manner prescribed by the criminal procedure legislation for appealing against court decisions of the respective instance. In the Kyrgyz Republic, appeals against new court decisions are also made in the general order (Article 447 of the CPC of the Kyrgyz Republic).

Otherwise, the Republic of Kazakhstan went on to establish that the decisions of the court of first instance and the court of appeal, made on the basis of the results of consideration of the application for resumption of proceedings on newly discovered circumstances may be appealed and contested. A resolution rendered by the Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan shall not be subject to appeal or protest and shall come into force from the moment of its pronouncement. The ruling of a higher court on leaving the appealed ruling unchanged, annulled or changed is final and not subject to further appeal (Article 505 of the CPC of Kazakhstan). Decisions of the court of first instance and appeal instance made on the basis of the results of consideration of an application on newly discovered circumstances may be appealed against by the prosecutor or by protests. They are heard by a higher court in the manner prescribed for the consideration of appeals, cassation appeals, procurator’s applications and protests. A decision of a higher court to uphold, annul or amend an appealed decision is final and subject to further appeal or review at the request of the public prosecutor (article 507 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

Analysis of the legislation of the CIS countries in the area of revision of court decisions in criminal proceedings as a means of correcting judicial mistakes, and the position of scientists in this area as applied to the legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan allows to draw the following conclusions

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

The current procedure for the review of court decisions in Uzbekistan’s criminal proceedings does not fully contribute to the timely detection and correction of judicial errors and does not ensure the legal certainty or finality of court decisions. As a result, court sentences are reviewed several times, sometimes four to five times. Sometimes sentences are overturned or changed by the supervisory-review court several years after they come into force. There are cases of review of court decisions after 10-15 years after the entry into force of the sentence. On 5 March 2008, I. Y. was convicted by the Samarkand provincial criminal court under article 97, paragraph 2 (k), of 18 years’ deprivation of liberty. The ruling of the court of cassation of 15 March 2012 left the sentence unchanged. The Supreme Court dismissed repeated supervisory appeals by the convicted person and his or her defence counsel. It was only in 2019 that the decision of the Judicial Collegium for Criminal Cases of the Supreme Court, which considered the case under the supervisory procedure, changed the court decisions in the case, and the actions of the convicted person were reclassified to the first part of Article 97 of the Criminal Code.xxxvi.

Another case. The verdict of Mirzo court of Ulugbek district on criminal cases of November 2, 2012 against B.Z., convicted under paragraph "c" of part four of Article 166 of the Criminal Code, the sentence of Navoi Regional Criminal Court of August 22, 2014 against S., convicted under paragraph "b" of part two of Article 97 of the Criminal Code, was also changed after repeated appeal by the Judicial Collegium on Criminal Cases of the Supreme Court only in 201931.

Endless review of the legality and validity of court decisions does not contribute to their stability and uniformity of judicial practice. This, in turn, enables the parties to criminal proceedings to abuse the right to appeal against court decisions, which, by appealing to each court, bring new and new arguments and new evidence in complaints, without providing them in a timely manner, and thus delaying the resolution of the issue.

II. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the system of ways to review court decisions in foreign countries:

1. The existence of a number of instances and methods of judicial review cannot, in itself, guarantee a qualitative review and effective correction of judicial errors.

2. A condition for a case to be heard in higher courts is a complaint (submission, petition, protest):

- Different procedural regulations for the review of court decisions are provided, depending on the method of review;
- Differentiated requirements for remedies (e.g. in the Russian Federation);
- There is a different range of subjects who have the right to initiate a review of court decisions, depending on the method of review, as well as the procedural position occupied;
- Establishing limits on the review of court decisions depending on the subject matter of the appeal and indicating the arguments in respect of factual and procedural issues and in respect of the respective persons whose interests were affected by the court decision; as well as restricting the scope of the review in the activities of the higher court.

3. In order to improve the institution of judicial review, it would be advisable to implement some positive aspects of the functioning of methods of correction of judicial errors in foreign countries in our criminal procedure legislation.

Among them there are such as:

- Specification of the persons who have the right to initiate a review of court decisions and the limits of their rights to review;
- Determining the limits of consideration in higher courts depending on the content of submitted complaints (petitions, protests);
- Using the possibilities of information technologies to ensure the speed and efficiency of judicial proceedings in regulating the use of videoconferencing in the conduct of judicial proceedings (participation of a convict in prison; examination of evidence, examination of witnesses, etc.);
- Concretization of the grounds and subject of examination in higher courts, aimed at strengthening the responsibility of participants in criminal proceedings for the timely and qualitative use of the right to review court decisions;
- Provide for preliminary review by a court of cassation, as well as the possibility of involving specialists to obtain an opinion. For example, representatives of the academic community may be involved as specialists, which will allow, on the one hand, to obtain a constructive and professionally prepared opinion on legal issues and, on the other hand, to ensure the integration of education, science and practice;
- Exclusion of supervisory review proceedings and regulation of the reopening of proceedings in newly discovered circumstances as an independent way of reviewing court decisions in order to ensure the implementation of the principle of legal certainty and finality of court decisions;
- In case of introduction of procedural agreements into the criminal procedure legislation of the institute of procedural agreements, it is also necessary to provide for the peculiarities of revision of court decisions in the application of the said institute.

One of the most important features of the institution of judicial review is the existence of separate separate courts (separate from the courts of first instance). In our opinion, consideration of the issue of establishing courts of appeal should be conducted in a comprehensive manner. Together with the decision to establish independent courts of appeal in the system of courts, it is necessary to provide a place for consideration of criminal cases in cassation order. Reform of the judicial system with a view to establishing courts of appeal and cassation proceedings will help prevent possible influence of first instance judges on decisions of higher instance judges and will contribute to objective and impartial resolution of the case. When considering the establishment of separate courts of appeal and cassation, it would be possible to use the experience of both foreign countries (England, France, Austria, Albania, Belgium, Greece, Lithuania and others) and neighboring countries, among which is the experience of the judicial system of the Russian Federation, the Republic of Armenia and the Republic of Azerbaijan.
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